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1. Introdution

Classial game theory has foused upon situations in whih outomes are known.When unertainty is addressed, it makes unreasonable assumptions about ommonknowledge (f. Harsanyi, 1967/68a,b). Also, game theory makes unreasonableassumptions about human deision-making (Camerer, 2003).Classial risk analysis has foused upon situations in whih the hazards arise atrandom. This is appropriate for aident and life insurane, but it does not applywhen hazards result from the ations of an intelligent adversary.Corporate ompetition, federal regulation, and ounterterrorism all entailgame-theoreti problems with unertain outomes and partial information about thegoals and ations of the opponents. This talk desribes a Bayesian approah toadversarial risk analysis. It extends the method of Kadane and Larkey (1982) throughthe use of a mirroring argument.
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2. Autions

Suppose Apollo is bidding for a �rst edition of the Theory of Games and EonomiBehavior. He is the only bidder, but the owner has set a seret reservation prie v∗below whih the book will not be sold. Apollo does not know v∗, and expresses hisunertainty as a subjetive Bayesian distribution F (v).Apollo's utility funtion is linear in money and his personal valuation of the book is

a∗. If money is in�nitely divisible, his hoie set is A = IR+. so his expeted utilityfrom a bid of a is (a∗ − a)IP[a > V ∗]. Thus Apollo should maximize his expetedutility by bidding

a0 = argmax
a∈IR+(a∗ − a)F (a).

This is a standard approah in Bayesian aution theory (f. Rai�a, 2002).
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Now suppose that Apollo and Daphne are bidding against eah other to own the �rstedition. Apollo needs to perform a game-theoreti alulation to �nd his subjetivedistribution F over Daphne's bid D0. Then Apollo an maximize his expeted utilityby bidding a0 = argmax
a∈IR+(a∗ − a)F (a).In order to �nd F , Apollo uses the fat that Daphne must make the symmetrialulation. This is the mirroring argument.Spei�ally, suppose Daphne values the book at d∗ and has distribution G on Apollo'sbid a0. Then Daphne would solve d0 = argmax

d∈IR+(d∗ − d)G(d); and symmetrially,to obtain G(d), Daphne would need to mirror Apollo's alulation.But Apollo annot dupliate Daphne's alulation sine he does not know her valuefor the book, nor the value she thinks Apollo puts on the book, nor the value shethinks Apollo believes is her value for the book. As a Bayesian, Apollo must expresshis unertainty on all three quantities through distributions.
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The notation beomes ompliated; the following key is helpful:

• a∗ is Apollo's value for the book
• D∗ is Daphne's value for the book; sine it is unknown to Apollo, he assigns itthe distribution HD

• A∗ is the random variable that Apollo thinks Daphne uses to represent Apollo'svalue for the book; it has distribution HA

• F is Apollo's belief about the distribution of Daphne's bid.

• D0 is Daphne's bid
• G is Apollo's inferene about Daphne's distribution on Apollo's bid.

• A0 is Apollo's bid from Daphne's perspetive.These probabilities are all belong to Apollo; he imputes the beliefs that Daphne holds.If he is mistaken, he diminishes his hane of maximizing his gain.
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To determine his bid a0, Apollo needs F , the distribution of Daphne's bid. He knowsthat Daphne's bid D0 should satisfy D0 = argmax

d∈IR+(D∗ − d)G(d) where D∗ isDaphne's value (a random variable, to Apollo) for the book and G(d) is Apollo'sestimate of Daphne's probability that a bid of d exeeds Apollo's bid A0.And, to Daphne, A0 = argmax
d∈IR+(A∗ − a)F (a) where A∗ is Daphne's belief aboutApollo's value for the book and F (a) is Apollo's estimate of Daphne's probabilitythat a bid of a exeeds her bid D0. Thus D0 ∼ F and A0 ∼ G.Apollo must �nd his personal belief about F by solving:argmax

d∈IR+(D∗ − d)G(d) ∼ Fargmax
a∈IR+(A∗ − a)F (a) ∼ G.The distributions for D∗ and A∗ are HD and HA, respetively.One Apollo has F , he solves a0 = argmax

a∈IR+(a∗ − a)F (a) to determine his bid.
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To solve this system of equations, one iteratively alternates between the two equationsuntil onvergene:1. Selet F0 and G0 arbitrarily.2. Simulate a large number of samples from HA, and solve the argmax problemunder Gi. The distribution of those solutions gives Fi+1.3. Simulate a large number of samples from HD, and solve the argmax problemunder Fi+1. The distribution of those solutions gives Gi+1.4. If some onvergene threshold δ is satis�ed (e.g., ‖Fi − Fi+1‖ < δ and

‖Gi − Gi+1‖ < δ), then stop. Otherwise, return to step 2.In simulation, this iterative solution has always onverged. But one wants a�xed-point theorem, and the key issue is to show this iteration is a ontrationoperator. For a �nite dimensional spae (roughly orresponding to bids in pennies,rather than in�nitely divisible money), I think this an be done in terms ofGauss-Siedel systems of equations.
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This framework allows Apollo to inorporate seret information.For example, suppose Apollo alone knows that the book was owned by Sir RonaldFisher, with annotations in his hand. In that ase, his personal value a∗ is high, buthis distribution for Daphne's value, HD, will onentrate on muh smaller values.Similarly, he might know that Daphne knows the provenane of the book but thinksthat Daphne believes, falsely, that Apollo does not. In that ase HD will giveonentrate on large values, but Apollo's belief about what Daphne thinks is his valuefor the book, HA, will onentrate on small values.In priniple, one ould go into an in�nite regress:Apollo thinks that Daphne thinks thatApollo thinks that Daphne thinks that . . ..But for human reasoning, it is probably quite reasonable to stop at the third step,with the distribution HA for A∗, as desribed in the mirroring analysis.
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3. Gambling: A Prmitive Poker

Pokeresque games have reeived onsiderable attention in the game theory literature.Early work by von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947) and Borel (1938) developedsolutions under various simplifying assumptions. More reently, Ferguson andFerguson (2008) provide approximate analyses pertinent to more omplex games, suhas Texas hold'em.In the following, we assume that Bart and Lisa play a game in whih eah seretlyand independently draws a U [0, 1] random number. Eah must ante an amount a = 1.First, Bart examines his number X and deides whether to bet b or fold. Then Lisaexamines her Y and deides whether to bet b or fold. If both players bet, theyompare their draws to determine who wins the pot. Otherwise, the �rst person tofold forfeits his or her ante.
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Let Vx be the amount Bart wins. The table shows the possible outomes:

Vx Bart's Deision Lisa's Deision Outome-1 fold1 bet fold1+b bet bet X > Y-(1+b) bet bet X < YFrom the table, the expeted amount won by Bart, given his draw X = x, is:IE[Vx] = −IP[ Bart folds ] + IP[ Bart bets and Lisa folds ]

+(1 + b)IP[ Lisa bets and loses ]

−(1 + b)IP[ Lisa bets and wins ].Bart must use mirroring to �nd a subjetive distribution for the probabilities, basedon the adversarial analysis he expets Lisa to perform.
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Assume that Bart uses a �blu�ng funtion� g(x); given x, he bets with probability

g(x). Then IE[Vx] = −[1 − g(x)] + g(x)IP[ Lisa folds | Bart bets ]

+(1 + b)g(x)xIP[ Lisa bets | Bart bets ]

−(1 + b)g(x)(1 − x)IP[ Lisa bets | Bart bets ].For optimal play, Bart needs to �nd IP[ Lisa bets | Bart bets ].So Bart must �mirror� the thinking that Lisa will perform in deiding whether to bet.He knows that Lisa's opinion about X is updated by the knowledge that Bart deidedto bet. Further, suppose Bart has a subjetive belief that Lisa thinks that his blu�ngfuntion is g̃(x). In that ase, Lisa should alulate the onditional density of X,given that Bart deided to bet, as
f̃(x) =

g̃(x)
∫

g̃(z) dz
.
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Note: If g̃ is a step funtion (i.e., Lisa believes that Bart does not bet if x is less thansome value x0, but always bets if it is greater), then the posterior distribution on Xis trunated below the X value orresponding to x0 and the weight is realloatedproportionally to values above x0.From this analysis, Bart believes that Lisa alulates her probability of winning asIP[X ≤ y| Bart bet ] = F̃ (y), where Y = y is unknown to Bart. And thus Bartbelieves that Lisa will bet if the expeted value of her return Vy from betting b isgreater than the loss of a that results from folding; i.e., Lisa would bet ifIE[Vy] = (1 + b)F̃ (y) − (1 + b)[1 − F̃ (y)] ≥ −1.So Bart believes Lisa will bet if and only if F̃ (y) ≥ b/2(1 + b).Set ỹ = inf{y : F̃ (y) ≥ b/2(1 + b)}. The probability that Lisa has drawn Y > ỹ is

1 − ỹ and this is the probability that she bets. Letting q = 1 − ỹ, the expeted valueof the game for Bart, given X = x, is:IE[Vx] = −[1 − g(x)] + g(x)(1 − q) + (1 + b)g(x)xq − (1 + b)g(x)(1 − x)q.Thus Bart should hoose g(x) to maximize IE[Vx].12



Bart's expeted value has the form −1 + cg(x), where

c = 2 − 2q + 2qx + 2qxb − qb.To maximize the expetation, Bart should make g(x) as small as possible when c isnegative (i.e., g(x) = 0), but as large as possible when c is positive (i.e., g(x) = 1).Thus the optimal g(x) is a step funtion. It implies that Bart should never blu�, nomatter what he believes about the playing strategy used by Lisa.To �nd x̃, the point at whih g(x) jumps from 0 to 1, Bart must solve c = 0 to get

x̃ =
qb + 2q − 2

2qb + 2qAs a sanity hek, if b = 0 then Lisa should always bet. So q = 1, thus x̃ = 0,properly implying that Bart also always bets.The expeted value of the game, to Bart, is
∫ 1

0

E[Vx] dx = −x̃ +

∫ 1

x̃

(1 − q) + (1 + b)qx dx.
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The framework disussed is ommon to analyses by Borel (1938) and Bellman andBlakwell (1949). The von Neumann and Morgenstern analysis allows players tohek, and so it is not diretly omparable.optimal strategy game value (Bart)Borel bet if x >
(

b
b+2

)2

−
(

b
b+2

)2B & B bet if x > 1 − 2
2+b

−
(

b
b+2

)2else blu� with probability 2
(2+b)2Bayesian bet if x > 1 − qb+2

2(qb+q) omplexBart to exploit weaknesses he thinks exist in Lisa's strategy. If Bart is (approximately)orret about Lisa's belief regarding his blu�ng funtion, then Bart an improve hisvalue of the game�unless Lisa thinks he is playing optimally, as per Bellman andBlakwell, in whih ase he annot improve their solution.Suh exploitation is standard when humans play poker, but it is unavailable fromtraditional game theory. 14



4. Counterterrorism

Counterterrorism learly entails adversarial risk analysis. But it has not been properlyaddressed by DHS. Parnell et al. (2008) ritiize the deision theory used by DHS in aNRC review�spei�ally, the DHS analyses assumed that terrorists behave randomly,like weather, rather than purposively.Counterterrorism appliations are hard. There are serious issues of salability,deentralized and tiered deision-making, and resoure onstraints that requireportfolio analysis.It appears that traditional game theory is inadequate and/or unrealisti. A Bayesianapproah may give better results. It also is better able to inorporate judgment,exploit soft ounterintelligene, and use historial data.
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4.1 The Smallpox Deision

In 2002, U.S. poliy-makers were onerned that terrorists might launh a bioterroristattak with smallpox. They onsidered three senarios:

• A major attak, involving multiple ities and weaponized virus.

• A minor attak, similar to the anthrax letters.
• No smallpox attak.And the kinds of defenses under onsideration were:
• Stokpiling vaine

• Stokpiling vaine and inreasing biosurveillane
• Stokpile, inrease biosurveillane, inoulate all �rst responders
• Inoulate essentially everyone.
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To explore these possible defenses, the U.S. held a series of publi meetings andsought sienti� advie. D. A. Henderson went around the ountry giving letures,analysts weighed intelligene, politial support was alulated, op-ed piees gotwritten, and so forth.The CDC reommended against widespread inoulation. The vaine kills about 1-3people per million, and about 3 people per 100,000 undergo extensive hospitalization.About 30% of reipients miss the next day of work.But President Bush and other politial leaders wanted to buy and use massiveamounts of vaine.In this setting we desribe a tabletop exploration of the game theory and risk analysisapproah. The analysis was performed at the FDA, but not dislosed at the time. Adesription was given later by Banks and Anderson (2006).
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In game-theoreti terms, the payo� matrix for this problem is shown below, where Cijrepresents the ost (or bene�t) to the U.S., and Dij represents the orresponding ostto the terrorists. No Attak Minor Attak Major AttakStokpile (C11, D11) (C12, D12) (C13, D13)Biosurveillane (C21, D12) (C22, D22) (C23, D23)First Responders (C31, D31) (C32, D32) (C33, D33)Mass Inoulation (C41, D41) (C42, D42) (C43, D43)Note: Ideally, the option of not even stokpiling vaine ould have been part of thistable. However, FDA management ruled against that exploration.A lassial game theory person would use the minimax theorem to �nd the optimalplay for U.S. poliy-makers. But this overlooks many problems.
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Some of the problemati assumptions of lassi game theory inlude:

• Perfet knowledge of the payo� matrix entries. But this might beimproved by risk analysis.
• A zero-sum game. For this appliation, the zero-sum formulation is probablyreasonably aurate.
• Rational minimaxing opponents. Kahnemann and Tversky (1972) show thathuman deision-making is not rational. Bayesian versions of game theory mayapply better.

• One-time games with simultaneous moves. The matrix represents anormal-form version of game theory; the extensive form applies to sequentialalternating moves. Dynami programming is probably a better tool.

• Su�ient resoures for all attaks. Some of the options are muh moreexpensive than others. Additionally, terrorists must have regular visible suessesto ensure a ontinual supply of ommitted volunteers. These irumstanessuggest that portfolio analysis should be used.
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The osts in the payo� table are unknown. Risk analysis an �nd reasonabledistributions for these random osts. Consider C11 in the top-left ell. It representsthe ost to the U.S. of stokpiling vaine when, in fat, no smallpox attak is made.

C11 = ost to test diluted Dryvax + ost to test Aventis vaine

+ ost to make 209 x 106 doses + ost to produe VIG

+ logisti/storage/devie osts.

The Dryvax and Aventis vaines had been kept in storage for years. Their residualpoteny was unlear; testing was needed. Two experts pooled their opinions anddeided that the testing ost might be uniformly distributed between $2 million and$5 million.The FDA said that new vaine prodution was �xed by ontrat at $512 million. TheVIG ost might be N($100 million, $20 million2). Logistis osts might be N($940million, $100 million2).
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Other terms that experts assessed inlude:

• The value of a human life was treated as �xed, at $750,000. (This follows theDOT human apital model; non-market methods tend to give higher values.)

• The number of key personnel to be inoulated: this was guessed to be uniformbetween .5 million and .6 million.
• The number of smallpox ases per attak: this was guessed to be gamma withmean 10 and sd 100.
• The ost to treat one smallpox ase: normal with mean $200,000 and sd $50,000.

• The eonomi osts of an attak: gamma with mean $5 billion, sd $10 billion.Expert eliitation is always problemati, but for pratial reasons it has beenembraed by DHS, CREATE, and other ounterterrorism analysts.Note: The di�erent osts in the matrix are orrelated. If the stokpiling osts turnout to be higher than expeted, those higher osts should also appear as a summandin every ell in that same row. The payo� table is a random matrix with a omplexorrelation struture. 21



Given the joint distribution for bivariate entries in the table, some people replaethe entries by their expeted values and �nd the Nash equilibrium (Brown, Carlyle,and Wood, 2008). But omputing Nash equilibria and taking expetations do notommute�they �nd the best solution to the average problem, as opposed to thesolution that is, on average, the best.Banks and Anderson (2006) avoid this by generating many tables at random,omputing the Nash equilibrium for eah, and tallying the number of times apartiular defense investment is hosen.They also onsider a Bayesian analysis, using a simple mirroring argument, to �nd asubjetive probability of a smallpox attak given that it is publi knowledge that theU.S. has hosen one of the four smallpox defense options.The omparison of the minimax solution with the Bayesian solution �nds importantdi�erenes.
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The following table gives estimates of the probabilities of a smallpox attak giventerrorist knowledge of whih protetive investment the U.S. made. No input wasprovided by an intelligene analyst working in this area, but the overall magnitudeseems reasonable. No Attak Minor Attak Major AttakStokpile .95 .040 .010Biosurveillane .96 .035 .005First Responders .96 .039 .001Mass Inoulation .99 .009 .001If the U.S. were to only stokpile vaine, then the probability of no smallpox attakis .95, the probability of a single attak is .04, and the probability of multiple attaksis .01. And so forth.The Bayesian loss riterion multiplies the probabilities in eah row above by theorresponding osts in the orresponding row of the payo� table, and then sumsaross the olumns. The best defense has the smallest expeted loss.23



We ran 100 simulations of the payo� table and found the best deisions under theminimax and Bayesian riteria. Mimimax BayesStokpile 13 99Biosurveillane 21 0First Responders 27 0Mass Inoulation 39 1If we had been allowed to onsider the option of not even stokpiling vaine, thatmight have been preferred by the Bayesian analysis.One an do sensitivity analysis on the in�uene of di�erent assumptions about theprobability of attak or di�erent models for generating the random payo� table.
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Exploration found a probability table that made the Bayesian riterion give resultssimilar to the minimax riterion:No Attak Minor Attak Major AttakStokpile .70 .20 .10Biosurveillane .80 .15 .05First Responders .85 .10 .05Mass Inoulation .90 .05 .05

Mimimax BayesStokpile 13 15Biosurveillane 21 29First Responders 27 40Mass Inoulation 39 16
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5. Conlusions

Adversarial risk analysis is an important ombination of tools from game theory andstatistial risk analysis. In partiular, Bayesian versions of ARA provide attativealternatives to the known de�ienies of urrent methods.In autions, gambling, and ounterterrorism, agents often have mental models for thedeision-proesses of their opponents. If those models are orret, then there is theopportunity to improve on the innate pessimism of minimax solutions.A key omponent is the need to properly handle many di�erent kinds of unertainty,whih arise in di�erent parts of the analysis. The toy problems onsidered in this talkpoint to some of the issues, in the ontext of normal form and extensive form games.For more omplex appliations, say in ounterterrorism, work is needed to aount forthe e�ets of deentralized and tiered deision-making, onstraints on the resoures ofthe opponents, and sensitivity analysis to the Bayesian beliefs and eliitations.26


